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ABSTRACT
Behavioral profiling of players in digital games is a key challenge in game analytics, representing a particular challenge in Open-World Games. These games are characterized by large virtual worlds and few restrictions on player affordances. In these games, incorporating the spatial and temporal dimensions of player behavior is necessary when profiling behavior, as these dimensions are important to the playing experience. We present analyses that apply cluster analysis and the DEDICOM decompositional model to profile the behavior of more than 5,000 players of the major commercial title Just Cause 2 integrating both spatio-temporal trails and behavioral metrics. The application of DEDICOM to profile the spatio-temporal behavior of players is demonstrated for the purpose of analysing the entire play history of Just Cause 2 players, but also for the more detailed analysis of a single mission. This showcases the applicability of spatio-temporal profiling to condense player behavior across large sample sizes, across different scales of investigation. The method presented here provides a means to build profiles of player activity in game environments with high degrees of freedom across different scales of analysis - from a small segment to the entire game.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Clustering; • Applied computing → Computer games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Behavioral profiling forms one of the core challenges of game analytics because it condenses what can be very varied (high-dimensional), volatile and potentially high volume data about the behavior of players within the confines of a game into descriptions that highlight the patterns of player behavior [2–5, 7, 8, 10–12, 15, 19, 23, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33]. The purposes of profiling can be varied, from design evaluation, progression analysis, user experience evaluation, and even purely explorative. Jointly, profiling helps build an understanding of the users. However, behavioral profiling in digital games is not a straightforward task due to the shifting requirements of a profiling exercise, common high-dimensionality in the data, volatility and the lack of clear guidelines for which types of behavioral features to incorporate into profiles [2, 3, 10, 14].

These problems are notably present in games where players have wide degrees of freedom in how they want to approach and play the games, for example in some Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) and some action-adventure games. This is especially the case for Open-World Games (OWGs) commonly referred to as “sandbox” games due to their nature. Open World Games are characterized by featuring large virtual worlds that can span hundreds of square kilometres of virtual real estate, with very few restrictions on the freedom of a player to go where they please; and a corresponding range of affordances, e.g. in how to accomplish objectives. In addition, OWGs also typically span longer game lengths, with some extending into the hundreds of hours. Examples stretch back to Ultima Online (from 1981) which used a world design called “overworld” with an Open World design. Elite (from 1984) fielded a large open section of space for players to explore. In more recent times, games such as The Elder Scrolls: Oblivion (2006), Skyrim (2011), Minecraft (2011), EVE Online (2003) and the Grand Theft Auto-series (1997 onwards) have all been based on OWG mechanics.
Subsequently, OWGs may have players move across their worlds several times before they are finished.

The spatial and temporal dimensions of play are important in any digital game, as they represent the dimensions that games are experienced through. Work across game analytics, game AI and other domains have generally incorporated one or both dimensions [14, 26, 38, 39]. Ignoring either time or space in behavioral analyses can lead to information loss and potentially misleading results, notably where the spatial dimension is important to the playing of the game [5, 9, 37]. Historically, simple visualizations of spatial player behavior have been utilized, notably heatmaps. However, heatmaps are limited in that they ignore directional and temporal information [9, 37].

A defining characteristic of OWG design is its facilitation of a range of player motivations and playstyles over prolonged periods of play. However, this also means that profiling of player behavior either for a section or the entire game must incorporate those same highly varied behaviors within the data and analytical techniques [2]. This requirement is a significant justification for the necessity of analyzing spatial and temporal data in player research. The work presented here focuses on developing profiling techniques that address the requirements of OWGs specifically, integrating spatio-temporal telemetry data.

This game genre has not been the subject of profiling work in the past. Since OWGs allow players to move freely instead of limiting their trajectory to set paths, this increases the complexity of making data-driven calculations as each trajectory can be theoretically unique. The profiling technique presented here significantly expands the applications of the Decomposition into Directional Components (DEDICOM) framework adapted to games by Bauckhage et al. [3], a spatial analysis technique that produces more detailed information than aggregate heatmaps. While Bauckhage et al. [3] focused on player trails, this study integrates other dimensions of player behavior, such as characterizing player types by the actions performed during play. Furthermore, the DEDICOM technique has only been applied to game worlds with linear levels and shorter periods of play (a Quake III demo and an Unreal Tournament 2003 level), while the application is here focused on the unconstrained play of OWGs across the entire playing history of the players. This work also utilizes a large sample of real player telemetry of extended play duration.

In the solution presented here, trails are condensed to clusters of checkpoints rather than raw spatio-temporal data. We combine DEDICOM-generated profiles with visualization of player behavior, and apply these techniques across play histories as well as for specific segments of a game. As a case study, we employ a high-dimensional dataset from the major commercial OWG Just Cause 2 (JC2). This dataset is then split into two parts, one for Early Dropouts, those stopping shortly after starting to play, and Committed Players who keep playing for a longer period. This split allows the development of behavioral profiles for specific segments of players, which in turn helps inform about differences in player experience. This also showcases how DEDICOM can be applied based on pre-defined parameters of interest. The goal is to develop and present a combinative method that can accommodate large data of OWGs and address their specific challenges.

2 CONTRIBUTION

Based on a dataset covering more than 5,000 players from the major commercial title Just Cause 2, analyses are presented that apply cluster analysis and the DEDICOM decompositional model to profile player behavior in the context of open-world games. While previous work has investigated non-spatio-temporal profiling or geographical trails independently [5, 12, 13, 21, 23, 37], the presented technique incorporates spatio-temporal dimensions. The results provide a means for building behavioral profiles in unrestricted game environments to interpret the player experience of specific components of a game world in its entirety.

3 RELATED WORK

Behavioral profiling based on telemetry data from digital games is a recent development within the larger domain of game analytics [14, 16, 20, 24], although profiling or segmentation of players in general has been utilized to guide game design and game AI for close to two decades [4, 7, 8, 13, 15, 20, 26, 38]. Behavioral profiling in games is today generally driven by gameplay telemetry data or from other interactions between players and game ecosystems such as social media, attribution models, psychographics and demographic information [28]. Such profiling in games is based on a variety of techniques ranging from descriptive statistics to machine learning utilized to address a variety of goals, including human behavior research, design evaluation, monetization, optimization, debugging and exploration [7, 10, 13, 24, 28, 29, 33, 35]. The current work on telemetry-based, behavioral profiling in games across academia and industry was reviewed recently by Sifa et al. [30].

In parallel with the work in profiling, the visualization and evaluation of player behavior has been adopted across industry and academia. For example, Hoobler et al. [18] visualized player trails and build heatmaps for Return to Castle Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory. Drachen & Schubert [9] provided a review of spatial analysis and visualization work in games. A few examples of visualization work include Wallner & Kriegstein [37], which presented a visual analytics system that could also handle spatial data. Mirza-Babei et al. [22] discussed visualization of quantitative data in detail. Nguyen et al. [23] presented a visualization tool for puzzle games which also involved spatio-temporal operators. Miller and Croewcroft [21] investigated group movement in World of Warcraft using waypoint modelling. With specific regard to analyzing spatio-temporal data, Drachen et al. [12] clustered players according to spatio-temporal behavior and distance between players, while Rioult et al. [26] used topological measures to predict esports match outcomes. Bauckhage et al. [3] adopted the DEDICOM model [6, 31, 34] to cluster players of Quake: Arena and develop waypoint graphs for behavior-based partitioning. However, other behavioral information was not integrated in the analysis (further details of DEDICOM is provided below).

4 JUST CAUSE 2: GAMEPLAY

Just Cause 2 is an open-world (sandbox) single-player action adventure game released by Square Enix in 2010. In the game, players adopt the role of an agent whose aim is to disrupt a fictive tyrannical regime on the island nation of Panau. The modelled environment covers 1035.55 square kilometres. The player is free to roam the
game’s open world, with the goal to cause “chaos” and destabilize the island to a point where the tyrant can be toppled. The data in this study includes player behavior across the entirety of the game world.

Progress in the game can take place along a number of vectors, but primarily by advancing the main storyline or by causing “chaos”. Chaos points are a progress measure earned in a variety of ways, primarily through missions of destroying government property, collecting items for the various rebel factions, etc. Chaos unlocks new agency missions and stronghold takeover missions. Building chaos and performing stronghold takeover missions increases the influence of the rebel factions, which unlocks further challenges and missions. Missions are generally classified in two types: 1) Agency missions and 2) Faction missions. Agency missions advance the main story line whereas the faction missions build chaos. The player can also collect various items that unlock or upgrade weapons and vehicles. Subsequently, the number of missions that players complete are indicative of their progress. As the game progresses, missions lead the player to explore different parts of the map with various means of transportation including a variety of cars, boats, planes, and via parachute. One of the special features of this game is the ability to allow a player to use a grappling hook to pull themselves quickly towards an object, used with the parachute to create a kite-like flight, and also to tie things together. Further, the player can call for a helicopter to be transported to another selected point to save the time travelling across the island. Both the options of transportation as well as the paths that players choose are incorporated into our analysis below. Finally, early in the game the player encounters a supplier from the black market to order progressively advanced equipment and vehicles. The use of these drops are included to identify players capable of deploying advanced game features to accomplish objectives. A summary of game features integrated into the analysis is provided in Table 1.

5 DATA AND PRE-PROCESSING
The dataset used in this work was provided by Square Enix, the publisher of JC2, via a research collaboration. The data is made up of a direct extract of random players from the game’s servers in Fall 2010 from the EU version (data from the pirated version of the game removed, all data anonymized), across all three platforms of the game (PC, PS3, Xbox360). Due to confidentiality the raw data is not publicly available but supplementary materials include information and results across the analyses presented here. The data contains records of 5331 randomly sampled players across a 7 month period (from a population at the time of over 1.5 million). A total of 10,794,666 timestamped actions were included covering a large number of behavioral features. The data is formatted as an output to a SQL database query using Python. 61 players were removed due to a tracking error which meant that they were registered in terms of playtime, but no behaviors were logged. This left 5,271 players for analysis. This includes in-game geographical coordinates for player actions including time stamps. Also included is metadata such as the system used and system settings.

The players of the dataset exhibit a wide range of behaviors as is common in digital games [9, 14, 15, 24, 25], most features show a highly skewed distribution. Several metrics were defined and calculated to be used in the analyses (Table 1). The Just Cause 2 dataset provides a comprehensive spatio-temporal coverage of the play histories. Initially, six different causes of death were included as features. However, correlations show that the sources of player death are highly correlated. The correlation matrix provides an overall r value of 0.94 or greater, which indicated that players who died a lot are likely to die from a variety of sources. Thus these are collapsed into an aggregate metric.

Early dropouts vs. committed players: One of the aims of the analysis was to evaluate behavioral differences across players who left the game early (“Early dropouts”, n=2306), and those who keep playing for a longer period (“Committed players”, n=2965). This allows profiles to be developed based on pre-defined parameters and provides a more granular view on the players. Based on the initial exploratory data analysis, a marked difference in player behavior was observed before and after they reached 10% game progress. Here progression is defined as a function of the entire base of missions and discoverable locations, unlike Pirker et al. [25] who only used the main storyline as the basis for evaluating progression. Each approach is useful but provides different viewpoints on progression analysis. Here the focus was on covering as much of the player behavior as possible.

The behavioral variance is possibly due to players initially needing to develop a familiarity with the game and its controls, as they progress through the first few on-boarding missions (10% progress is roughly the time when players have been through the introductory missions). Additionally, the players leaving the game early might constitute a different mix of skillsets and motivations. Changes in player behavior as a function of progress were also reported by Sifa et al. [29]. To accommodate these behavioral differences, the dataset was split into two groups based on their game progress (for comparison, completing all main storyline missions comprise roughly 35% progress, the remaining progress is faction missions, ancillary achievements, collectable items, etc.); as well as a lot of players leaving the game around this progress point (Figure 1). Here progression is defined as a function of the entire base of missions and discoverable locations, unlike Pirker et al. [25] who only used the main storyline as the basis for evaluating progression. Each approach is useful but provides different viewpoints on progression analysis. Here the focus was on covering as much of the player behavior as possible.

The behavioral variance is possibly due to players initially needing to develop a familiarity with the game and its controls, as they progress through the first few on-boarding missions (10% progress is roughly the time when players have been through the introductory missions). Additionally, the players leaving the game early might constitute a different mix of skillsets and motivations. Changes in player behavior as a function of progress were also reported by Sifa et al. [29]. To accommodate these behavioral differences, the dataset was split into two groups based on their game progress values. This provides the ability to compare behaviors of those players operating early in the game, and those in later phases. In principle, this division can be made for any measure of progress, and multiple bins can be used similar to Sifa et al. [29]. This division will be used in the following analyses, with the following notation.
**Table 1: Behavioral metrics from the Just Cause 2 dataset**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description/statistics</th>
<th>Comment/Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K/D ratio</td>
<td>Ratio of enemy kills per player death event.</td>
<td>K/D ratio is used as a proxy measure of the players’ expertise in JC2. This metric known from shooter games and esports[10] is a measure of how many enemies a player killed as a function of how many deaths the player suffered ($\mu = 8.2; \theta = 14.2$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Hardcore</td>
<td>Percentage of time played in &quot;hardcore&quot; mode.</td>
<td>Players can choose from four levels of difficulty: casual, normal, experienced and hardcore. Hardcore is the most difficult mode and requires higher skill and interest in this level of challenge (only 260 players used the &quot;hardcore&quot; mode).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite enemies</td>
<td>Number of enemy elites killed by the player.</td>
<td>Elites are a particular type of enemy encountered notably in the later part of the game. They are more sophisticated and better equipped, requiring some level of skill to defeat ($\mu = 133.8; \theta = 297$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon upgrades</td>
<td>Number of weapon upgrades.</td>
<td>Players can upgrade their weapons and vehicles through specific items found, or purchased via the black market. Using upgrades is an advanced skill feature ($\mu = 13.6; \theta = 31.5$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractions</td>
<td>Number of times extraction has been used.</td>
<td>Extractions are a form of transportation in JC2, allowing instant transportation to a previously visited safe house location. The player is dropped from a helicopter, deploying a parachute ($\mu = 26.2; \theta = 50.3$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item pickups</td>
<td>Number of resource items played has collected.</td>
<td>Players can collect resource items during the game, including vehicle parts, armor parts, weapon parts and cash stashes. These are often found in out-of-the-way locations and represent a proxy measure of exploration behavior ($\mu = 119.8; \theta = 259$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playtime</td>
<td>Total playtime in seconds.</td>
<td>Certain objects can be destroyed for Chaos points (i.e. progress). The activity of doing so could be called Sabotage, which generates sabotage points ($\mu = 143.3; \theta = 299$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabotage points</td>
<td>Total amount of sabotage points earned.</td>
<td>Progress is a proxy measure for overall progress in the game, defined as a combination of missions completed, faction missions completed, area of the game that has been explored and other factors. ($\mu = 0.19; \theta = 0.2$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game progress</td>
<td>Total progress in percentage.</td>
<td>Deaths from all potential sources (bullet, drowning, explosion, fire, impact, melee) ($\mu = 39.2; \theta = 51.7$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>Number of times a player died.</td>
<td>Players can use the black market to request a delivery of different vehicles to their location. Represents an advanced game feature ($\mu = 28.2; \theta = 87.8$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy drops</td>
<td>Number of heavy drops requested.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>Difficulty of game on 0-3 scale.</td>
<td>For each session played, a difficulty level is chosen by the player from casual, normal, experienced and hardcore. The game difficulty level for a player is calculated by averaging all difficulty levels ($\mu = 0.7; \theta = 0.6$).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 ANALYSES

In this section we describe three different analyses performed on the JC2 dataset: 1) DEDICOM is employed to build pattern groups for the spatio-temporal trails of the JC2 players. 2) Spatio-temporal profiles are constructed for the spatio-temporal trails and combine with behavioral features across the whole play history of the player; 3) Using the method from 2), a specific mission in Just Cause 2 is analyzed to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach at granular levels.

6.1 DEDICOM-based map partitioning and trajectory-based profiling

The focus here is on the time-stamped location trails of the players (in three dimensions: x, y and z). Player location is recorded in the JC2 telemetry engine every time any of a number of actions
happen, e.g., an enemy eliminated, the player dies, enters a vehicle, uses a parachute, etc. Combined, these form trails that are less accurate than frequency-based trails (e.g., recording location every second), but are more efficient in terms of bandwidth while preserving key behavioral information. The goal of the analysis is to segment the Panau map, group players based on their spatio-temporal behavior, and visualize the result. In order to accomplish this the DEDICOM algorithm and process are utilized. DEDICOM was adapted for use in 3D game environments by Bauckhage et al. [3] (the semi-nonnegative DEDICOM version from [31] is used here) who compared the approach with three other models, including k-means and spectral clustering, noting the superior ability of DEDICOM to identify structures in waypoint graphs that reflect the topology of game environments. We therefore do not compare multiple models here, but rather focus on investigating if DEDICOM can be utilized in OWG contexts, with the overall purpose of evaluating the usefulness of integrating spatio-temporal features with behavioral profiling for these games, described in Section 6.2.

DEDICOM is a low rank approximation of asymmetric similarity matrices which is attributable to Harshman [17]. The method finds its applications in areas such as analysis of asymmetrical directional relationships between objects or persons [17], natural language processing [6] and churn analysis [31]. Given an asymmetric square similarity matrix \( S \), the objective of DEDICOM is to factorize \( S \) into lower-rank matrices \( A \) and \( R \) that respectively represent the matrix of loadings (or basis) and the matrix containing directional affinities [31]. All DEDICOM results in this paper were obtained from asymmetric matrices whose entries indicate spatio-temporal waypoint similarities that are generated by the procedure described in Bauckhage et al. [3]. That is, using k-means clustering to cluster locational information of players we extracted central waypoints and later created a waypoint graph encoding movement information between the automatically extracted waypoints. Note that the extracted waypoint graphs (especially for OWGs) are usually time or location-asymmetric. Upon convergence of this algorithm, we apply k-means clustering to the \( n \) rows of \( A \). Although DEDICOM produces similar clusters as spectral clustering, it also characterizes affinities among the resulting clusters. For affinity matrix \( R \), \( R_{ij} \) shows the affinity between cluster \( i \) and cluster \( j \). The larger the number is, the more similar these clusters are.

Based on the setting of the game, we expect that players who progress more and stay longer in the game, Committed Players, have more accessibility to the map, thus their trajectories should be similar to each other. Early Dropouts will only move within certain areas as bounded by the mission, thus have high self-affinity for some trajectories. Therefore, data for these two groups of players were processed and evaluated separately. For each group, we first identify \( n \) prototypical waypoints from player’s sequential 3D positions by applying k-means clustering. Having these \( n \) prototypical waypoints, the waypoint transition graph for each player is built. We then use the shortest Euclidean distance as a weighting scheme to obtain spatial similarity between any two waypoints (the number of transitions of a player between two waypoints is weighted by the corresponding shortest Euclidean distance). For each player \( p \), we calculate one similarity matrix \( S_p \) from its waypoint graph.

Adding up all similarity matrices to the sum matrix \( S \) and performing the DEDICOM algorithm on matrix \( S \) (decomposing it to \( ARAT \)), we obtain matrix \( A \) for all trajectories across players. The Panau map is segmented into different regions by performing another k-means clustering on rows of matrix \( A \) (\( n \) waypoints). For this analysis, DEDICOM provides 5 regions to demonstrate how to segment the game map based on player spatio-temporal behaviors. For the Early Dropouts sample of players, we observe a large segment on the coastal and edge of the map and small dense segments on the main continent and islands. This reflects the early game since players are starting with the first few missions and have relatively limited access to the map. All trajectories outside the missions appear to be random walks. In contrast with Early Dropouts, the Committed Players’ trajectories have been separated evenly into 5 segments, each located in a major mission zone (Figure 2). These broadly reflect the location of the major agency missions, and one segment representing trajectories in side missions.

After getting a fixed \( A \), we derive \( R_p \) (\( p \) refers to a particular player) so that \( AR_pAT \) approximates \( S_p \). Applying k-means one last time on the flattened affinity matrix \( R_p \), we can now cluster the JC2 players by their movements between the 5 trajectory groups, and compare the resulting player clusters. Matrices \( R_p \) of the cluster centers are compared to better understand the difference between players. The analysis distributes Early Dropouts into 6 trajectory-based clusters (Figure 3). We observe that all five trajectory groups for Cluster 2 have high self-affinity and relatively low affinities.
with the others. Cluster 3 is the smallest with very high self-affinity and inter-affinity between trajectory groups 1 and 2. Cluster 1 and Cluster 4 players have a similar pattern of affinity in the diagonal entries. Cluster 4 shows higher self-affinity in trajectory group 2 than 1. For the Committed Players the trajectories are much more differentiated, possibly as a direct result of these players spending more time in the game and thus having more time to explore the environments. Based on players’ movements between the 5 trajectory groups, and the k-estimation techniques described above, an 8 cluster solution was developed for the Committed Players (Figure 4). We observe high self-affinity and low affinity between trajectory groups, and the difference between self-affinity and inter-affinity is substantially higher than Early Dropouts. This indicates that players generally move in a certain pattern during one mission, greatly influenced by the actual game environment and setting for a certain mission. If comparing pairs of affinities $R_{ij}$ and $R_{ji}$, we also have more information about the player’s movements between two trajectory groups, which shows that players jump from one trajectory group to the other group more frequently than the other two trajectory groups, which shows that players spend more time in the game and thus having more time to explore the environments. Visualizations of the trails representative of each cluster are not included here due to space limitations, but examples of the type of visualizations that can be created are included in the player mission trails in Figure 5 and 6.

### 6.2 Profiling spatio-temporal behaviors

In this analysis, the R matrix results were considered with the non-spatio-temporal metrics describing player behavior in JC2. Clustering is based on each entry of the R-matrix, but profiling the cluster tied back to the non-spatio temporal statistics of each cluster, resulting in profiles that integrate both sources of data that provides a more comprehensive view of player behavior.

For visualization purposes, for each player cluster (cluster of matrix $R_i$), we identify a typical player and visualize the player’s activity trajectory. The typical player is the one whose $R$ matrix is closest to the cluster’s centroid. The closeness is measured by the Euclidean distance between the centroid $R$ matrix and the player’s $R$ matrix. Following identification of the typical player, visualizations were created that show their geographical trails across the Panau map combined with behaviors (Figure 5 and 6). The player clustering analysis uses players’ affinity $R$ matrices as features, and groups the players with the same pattern of spatial temporal movements. For each player cluster, we then examined nine key non-spatio temporal statistics (Table 1).

Metrics represent a variety of aspects of the player behavior and include key behavior indicators such as the Kill-Death (K/D) ratio as an indicator of overall skill [7]. Though this particular metric is more prominent in online and competitive games, it is plausible that the K/D ratio is still informative as a comparative measure in single player games. While the ratio might not provide extensive information on a player who records a high K/D ratio, the ratios still provide a scale to compare players of different skills, particularly those that are struggling due to factors mentioned in this paper such as excessive difficulty. It would be reasonable to select an alternate set of metrics depending on the specific purpose of the analysis (see e.g. El-Nasr et al. [14] and Drachen et al. [10]). Due to the skewness of the non-spatio-temporal metrics, the data was log-transformed and the mean of the transformed data used for the purpose of comparing statistics across the clusters.

A combination of cluster balancing, elbow methods, silhouette coefficients, and interpretability [1, 27, 34] was used to determine the size of k, for all values less than 12. The elbow method (gap statistic is the statistical version) [34] uses the output of clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering, and compares the change in within-cluster dispersion with that expected under a null distribution. Silhouette coefficients represent clusters using silhouettes, based on the comparison of its tightness and separation. The silhouette shows which objects lie well within clusters vs. between clusters, allowing evaluation of the quality of the clusters [1, 27].

For the Early Dropouts, a 6-cluster solution emerged based on the estimation techniques described above. Six profiles are described in Table 2, with a summary of the behavioral statistics in Figure 7. For the Committed Players, an 8-cluster solution was reached, described in Table 3, with a summary of the behavioral statistics in Figure 8. In an applied context, two pairs of cluster for the Committed Players are not included due to space limitations, but examples of the type of visualizations that can be created are included in the player mission trails in Figure 5 and 6.
Table 2: Behavioral Profiles - Early Dropouts. A summary of the behavioral statistics can be found in Figure 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0: Elite players (16.8%)</td>
<td>These players are characterized by having the highest K/D ratios, spend at least some time on hardcore mode, spend a lot of time in the game and progress well into the game. They perform well across all metrics except for using few extractions. They prefer to use vehicles to travel, and spend most of their time near the West side of the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1: Hardcore dropouts (60.9%)</td>
<td>These players dominantly start on hardcore mode but quickly leave the game. They do not use upgrades and extractions. They are only active in the first few regions of the game. They constitute over 60% of the players and indicate a potential problem with how new players understand the difficulty setting, leading them to choose hardcore mode but giving up due to the challenge level. Testing of this hypothesis should be done via user testing. Spatially they are confined to a small area of Western Panau and mainly navigate on foot while killing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2: Easy Moders (1.9%)</td>
<td>Of the Early Dropouts, these players leave the game last, use resource items, sabotage, kill many elites, etc. but do not use upgrades and extractions. They play on the easiest game mode and have a relatively low K/D ratio. They are active in a broad range of the map and use different ways of getting around. All three platforms are used by these players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3: Explorers (6.5%):</td>
<td>These players are similar to Cluster 2, however, they more commonly use hardcore mode. Furthermore, their spatial behavior is also different, navigating the map broadly, primarily using vehicles to get around.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4: Motoring Tourists (8.3%):</td>
<td>These players are overall similar in their behavior to the hardcore players in Cluster 0, although exhibiting slightly lower ranks across the performance-related features. However, while they access the same areas of the map and have a similar mission profile, they do not use the parachute but navigate only with vehicles and by walking. They also access similar core areas of the map as Cluster 1 players, but the latter are spatially less wide-roaming. Additionally, they chose different missions after the initial default missions. The Cluster 4 players also explore Panau in a more linear fashion than Cluster 2 and 3 players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5: Hardcore Players (5.7%):</td>
<td>Like Cluster 0, these players prefer the hardcore mode of the game. They generally have similar performance features as Cluster 0, and better performance than Cluster 4. However, their spatial behavior is markedly different. They have a much broader spatial range than Cluster 0, primarily using vehicles, although with an emphasis on parachutes in elevated topography and vehicles in low-lying areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Behavioral Profiles - Early Dropouts. A summary of the behavioral statistics can be found in Figure 7

are so similar that an argument could be made for combining them, resulting in six more sharply distinguished profiles.

6.3 Mission-specific profiling

In this final analysis, the focus is on applying DEDICOM to investigate player behavior around a smaller segment of the game to evaluate the potential of the technique for more narrowly defined spaces than an entire playthrough.

Table 3: Behavioral Profiles - Committed Players. A summary of the behavioral statistics can be found in Figure 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0: Flyers (14.1%)</td>
<td>These players use Easy or Normal difficulty. Most metrics are around the average for the clusters. The spatial behavior of the players presents a substantial amount of travel around Panau, using parachutes in mountain areas and flying vehicles to cross between islands. There is only a minimal use of ground-based vehicles and travel along roads. Players in this cluster rarely travel to the Selatan Archipelago, which may indicate a lack of engagement with the Roaches’ faction missions in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1: Parachute Jumpers (18.5%)</td>
<td>Clusters 0 and 1 are overall similar but cluster 1 players use the parachute more, also to cross between islands with long parachute flights. Their performance is similar to Cluster 0, albeit with less overall usage of the advanced game features. They also progress less overall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2: High Performers (9.8%)</td>
<td>Similarities with Clusters 0 and 1 in terms of performance, except they rank higher across most indicators. However, their spatial pattern differs, possibly due to having a higher game progress. Spatially, these players navigate across the entire game environment, using a variety of transportation modes, although showing a preference for using the parachute to cross between islands. They are ranked second in using the hardcore game mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3: Performers II (6.3%)</td>
<td>Traditional hardcore profile, not only scoring high or the highest on the performance features, but also mainly playing using hardcore difficulty, and progressing the furthest in the game. Their spatial behavior is similar to Cluster 2, with an even wider dispersal around the islands, as would be expected given their increased progression. They use a diverse range of methods to cross larger distances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4: High Performers II (14.1%)</td>
<td>Similar overall to Cluster 2 but have progressed less in the game and their spatial behavior reflects this. There also appears to be some variation in the amount of travel done per playtime unit, although further analysis is necessary to verify this. In terms of hardware platform, this is the most equally distributed cluster. In a practical context it could be argued that the players of Cluster 2 and 4 could be combined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5: Low performers (17.7%)</td>
<td>The players in this cluster exhibit generally low performance, except for their K/D ratio. They do not take advantage of features such as extractions and upgrades, and progress less into the game compared to Clusters 0 and 2-4. There are almost twice as many Xbox users in this cluster as PS users. Spatially, they spend most of their travelling using ground-based vehicles, and parachutes to cross between islands. They have not progressed beyond the two largest islands.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster 6 and 7: Stay-at Homers (19.5%) | The players of these clusters are similar in terms of their overall behavior, and it could be argued that they represent the same play patterns. It is not certain if it is enough to functionally separate them by mission completion or geographic access. The main difference appears to be in the K/D ratio, where Cluster 7 performs better. Performance is similar to Clusters 0 and 1 for several features, but they travel less.
Figure 5: Example of a typical player trajectory from DEDICOM-generated cluster 4 ("Motoring Tourists") of the Early Dropouts. Blue point lines indicate players entering or exiting parachute mode. Yellow points and lines indicate players entering or exiting a vehicle. Red points and lines indicate enemy kills. Remaining player trajectory visualizations in the supplementary materials.

For this case, the Mountain Rescue mission was selected. This is the 4th major mission in the game, and at this point, players can be expected to be familiar with the mechanics of JC2. It is also designed to be one of the most challenging missions in the game. Players are tasked with rescuing a hostage kept in a secluded military base in the mountains of Panau. Players must get into a helicopter, navigate to the base, land, and destroy four objectives, allowing the player to enter the base. Thereafter players will need to enter the building and eliminate all the armed guards and ninjas. Players must then hijack convoy cars when a hostage during the mission is found to have been relocated to the bottom of a nearby cliff. It is advantageous to use the helicopter to initially fly around the base and eliminate destructible objects, which makes later stages of the mission easier.

There are 159 players who started this late-game mission, with an average of 10-20 action types for each player in the dataset. Following the same procedure as in the previous analysis, three clusters emerge, with typical trajectories visualized in Figure 9 and described in Table 4.

In summary, we were able to identify different player action types and cluster them by behavior. Further, the method was also able to identify potential problems players may have experienced and consequent losses of interest (only cluster 3 players, 6%, complete the mission). The analysis thus provides insights useful for future user testing and behavioral analysis, e.g. investigating if these players’ experiences exist in missions elsewhere with similar outcomes.

Figure 6: Example of a typical player trajectory from DEDICOM-generated cluster 0 ("Flying Players") of the Committed Players. Blue point lines indicate players entering or exiting parachute mode. Yellow points and lines indicate players entering or exiting a vehicle. Red points indicate enemy kills. Remaining trajectory visualizations available via the supplementary materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>These are players that prefer using a parachute and mainly move vertically, focusing on destroying the four ventilation buildings. They do not reach later stages where the mission calls for navigation on foot inside buildings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>These players prefer moving on foot, and navigate vertically similar to Cluster 1, but horizontally in a much smaller area. They showcase a variety of action types such as killing of guards and ninjas that hide in the buildings as they navigate the base. They rarely use the parachute after leaving the helicopter. Their trajectories stay on the top left corner because they generally do not reach the final component of the mission which takes place down the shallows and lake (low point Fig. 5).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>These players cover the most distance and use a variety of actions, abilities, and have the highest overall mission completion rates. They use the parachute to move up and down the mountain, eliminate guards and ninja on foot, and follow the escaping convoy in the last phase of the mission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Behavioral Profiles for the Mountain Rescue mission in Just Cause 2
Figure 7: Summary statistics for the Early Dropouts in *Just Cause 2*. Note the log-scale of the X-axis. Metrics explained in Table 1, profile descriptions in Table 2

Figure 8: Summary statistics for the Committed Players in *Just Cause 2*. Note the log-scale of the X-axis. Metrics explained in Table 1, profile descriptions in Table 3

Figure 9: Typical DEDICOM-based player trajectories for cluster 1 (left), 2 (middle) and 3 (right) for the *Mountain Rescue* mission in *Just Cause 2*. 
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, a technique has been presented for condensing varied, voluminous behavioral telemetry data from OWGs into distinct profiles, that describe patterns in the behavior of the players of these types of games, and which notably takes into account the spatio-temporal dimensions of the playing activity. Based on the DEDICOM framework by Baukhage et al. [3], we detailed behavioral data for over 5,000 players of Just Cause 2, translating them into a handful of distinct profiles. DEDICOM is applied to complete play histories of players, in addition to a smaller segment of play. In both cases the technique provides separated profiles that can be interpreted based on the constituent behavior and indicated potential reasons for early game abandonment. The approach advances the state-of-the-art in player profiling by incorporating the spatio-temporal behavior of players directly [5, 12, 13, 21, 23, 37]. One core objective of this paper was to investigate behavioral differences between different player types defined by early abandonment and commitment. We found that committed players were more able to harness the complete range of mechanics available to them over the course of play, as well as progress through a single mission further. In contrast, it can be observed that a significant majority of the Early Dropouts selected a difficulty higher than most other players, and subsequently stopped playing very early into the game. The ability to detect potential misunderstandings of players for the game’s difficulty, especially within specific demographics could be a valuable application for game analytics. However, this would also require further unit testing and research to better understand how unsupervised cluster results may translate directly to consumers. Had we carried out our analysis without grouping players based on commitment, we likely would have missed the impact of difficulty on player commitment entirely. Additionally, we acknowledge potential concerns regarding the validity of our results. It is important to note that the success of our algorithm is not necessarily dependent on how we defined specific clusters or parameters, but rather how normally unused spatio-temporal dimensions can now be integrated into new analytical models. For example, our specific definition of what constitutes ‘elite players’ may possibly be invalid, but the same method we present here could be used for another definition using different parameters. Another goal of this study was to present the utility of spatio-temporal data to behavioral analytics, and we hope to have accomplished this by showing significantly varied movement between smaller subsamples of players and even within specific sections of play, such as for the Mountain Rescue mission. This ultimately expands the value of data already available to game developers and studios. Indeed, the best way to validate our results would be to develop alternative methods incorporating spatio-temporal user data, which prior to this study has been unexplored with real player telemetry.

The results of the work presented here may be specific to one game, but they provide a means to build profiles based on player activity in unrestricted game environments across different scales of granularity. While other OWGs may differ in their gameplay variables and user behaviors, the challenges that such data present are consistent. For any problem that contains a large range of spatial, temporal and varied data, the combinative methods used here are suitable. This paves the way for player profiling to be adapted to a variety of situations, with examples including detailed analysis of the performance and positional tactics of teams in esports [12, 13, 26], map balancing in first-person shooters, and composite navigational analyses in MMOGs [15, 19, 21, 37]. Finally, the approach could be applied to similar problems outside digital games, e.g. geographic consumer behavior analytics [36], esports analytics or any environment that contains valuable temporal-spatial data.
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